
 

ShareSecure Command Center User Guide 
This page provides a set of administrative tools to keep your connections between AIM and ShareSecure 
up to date. It provides a window into overall ShareSecure activity, the ability to apply contact information 
updated by your end-users themselves to the relevant Contacts in AIM with a few clicks, and a tool for 
verifying linkages between AIM Contacts and ShareSecure Users.  
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Command Center Overview 
Anatomy of the Page 

1. ShareSecure Activity Feed: This activity feed is equivalent to the activity feed you’d see on the 
home page of your ShareSecure org upon logging in.  

2. Pending Changes: Whenever a ShareSecure user makes an update to contact details, a 
corresponding line item will appear in this section of the page (please note that this change can 
take up to five minutes to appear in this table from the time it’s made in ShareSecure). You’ll have 
the option to apply that change to the related AIM Contact or dismiss the update.  

3. Search Users: Search across AIM and ShareSecure to confirm, remove, or establish new linkages. 
 

 



 

Glossary 
This guide includes key terms related to people and organizations that, while similar in nature, have 
particular nuances:  

● AIM Contact: AIM contacts are people you track who are typically external to your firm. AIM 
contacts do not have access to your AIM org, and they are equivalent to ShareSecure users.  

● ShareSecure User: ShareSecure users have the lowest level of access to your ShareSecure org: 
they can only retrieve documents, (in some cases) post documents, and view dashboards. They are 
typically external to your firm, and they are equivalent to AIM contacts.  

● AIM User: Typically, someone who works at your firm and has a login to your AIM org. AIM users 
are equivalent to ShareSecure admins.  

● ShareSecure Admin: Typically, someone who works at your firm. ShareSecure admins manage a 
ShareSecure org (for example, creating and inviting users) and are equivalent to AIM users.   

● Account: Standard Salesforce nomenclature for the organization associated with a Contact. 
Accounts in Salesforce are equivalent to Companies in ShareSecure.  

● Company: ShareSecure nomenclature for the organization associated with a User. Companies in 
ShareSecure are equivalent to Accounts in Salesforce.  

● Contact-User Linking: Connecting an AIM Contact to a ShareSecure user means that that Contact 
becomes eligible for ShareSecure document deliveries in both editions of Correspond, Market and 
Investor. Additionally, when a Contact is connected to a ShareSecure user, the ShareSecure widget 
on that Contact’s record page becomes a window into that Contact’s activity in ShareSecure.  

 

Managing Contact Info Changes 
The Pending Changes section of this change allows you to update Contact records in AIM based on 
changes end users make to their own information in ShareSecure. Possible changes users can make to 
their contact information fall into a few categories. 

Name or email address: If a user changes her name in ShareSecure, you’ll be able to choose 
whether to apply that change to the linked AIM Contact by accepting or dismissing the change in 
this table. If you want to double-check any information about either the Contact or the user, you 
have the option to do so with the two rightmost buttons.  

 



 

Company: If a user changes her company in ShareSecure, we’ll attempt to match it to the 
appropriate Account in AIM for you to update. If we can’t find an exact match, you’ll have the 
option to change that Contact’s Account by searching for the appropriate one.  

 
Correspondence Preferences: ShareSecure users can indicate which method they’d prefer for 
document delivery by (Email, ShareSecure, or Email and ShareSecure). Once they’ve done so, that 
preference is logged as a pending change in the command center, where you can apply it to 
Investor Contacts or Master Investor Contacts or dismiss it. If you’d rather not receive notifications 
about your ShareSecure users’ preferences, contact Altvia Care to turn this setting off.  
Unlinked ShareSecure users: If a ShareSecure user who is not linked to an AIM Contact makes an 
update to her contact information, we’ll let you know in this section of the page. From there, you’ll 
have the opportunity to link that user to a Contact and update her contact information.  

 



 

Searching, Connecting, and Disconnecting Users and Contacts 
What’s Included in Search Results? 
If you search an individual’s name or email address in this section, any matching AIM Contacts or 
ShareSecure users will be returned in your search results. Matching pairs will be displayed together in 
the same row, and disconnected Contacts/Users will be displayed in standalone rows, with the option to 
search for a connectable User/Contact.  
 
What Does Connecting Entail? 
Connecting an AIM Contact to a ShareSecure user means that that Contact becomes eligible for 
ShareSecure document deliveries in both editions of Correspond, Market and Investor. Additionally, when 
a Contact is connected to a ShareSecure user, the ShareSecure widget on that Contact’s record page 
becomes a window into that Contact’s activity in ShareSecure.  
 
If you attempt to connect a Contact to a ShareSecure user (or vice versa), we suggest our best guess on 
an appropriate connection based on email address. For example, if you were attempting to connect an 
AIM Contact with an email address of dion@altvia.com to a ShareSecure user, the suggested user would 
be one with an email address of dion@altvia.com. If there isn’t a user with an identical email address in 
your ShareSecure org, you can select from all users who are not yet linked to a Contact.   
 
Once a Contact and User are connected, they will stay connected regardless of name, email, or company 
changes on either side. The only way to break that connection is through a manual disconnect process 
you’ll read about in the next section.  
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What Does Disconnecting Mean? 
When you disconnect a ShareSecure user from a Contact, that person will no longer receive ShareSecure 
deliveries when you send an Investor Correspondence batch. Additionally, you will no longer see any 
ShareSecure activities in that Contact’s ShareSecure widget. The primary use case for disconnecting is to 
remove the linkage between a ShareSecure user and AIM Contact who were inadvertently connected.   

 
 
 

 


